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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Conditions should continue to decrease across the Gulf today. High pressure is building over the Gulf of Mexico, and model 
guidance is indicating that it will remain through most of the weekend.  The circulation around the high has northeasterly 
winds in the far eastern Gulf this morning, with south to southeast winds everywhere else.  Speeds are generally fresh to 
strong, with higher gusts.  As low pressure develops to the north Friday and Saturday, winds should veer to the S-SW, at fresh 
to strong speeds in the west and generally moderate speeds in the east.  Seas should stay at slight to moderate levels.  
Precipitation chances will remain low. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Threats should be fairly limited for the next several days. A cold front associated with the low should move off the Texas coast late 
Sunday morning. This front should be weak, and NE winds behind it will likely be at moderate speeds. It should stall not too far off 
the coast. A weak low may form along the front near the Texas coast on Tuesday, and strengthen as it moves northeastward.  This 
will push the front further into the Gulf Tuesday into Wednesday, and although the wind shift may be a bit stronger this time, the 
front should stall again over the western Gulf. Seas should be slight to moderate into the middle of next week, with possible rough 
seas developing offshore of Texas on Wednesday as the front moves by.  Precipitation chances should be highest in the western and 
northern Gulf areas where the fronts will be moving in, stalling and then moving northward again. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart
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